Round 12 deadline for images is Friday
26 November

Image 01 - Dave Greenwood

Title: Lancaster Business End
Camera: Canon 7dmk1
Lens: Canon EF 70-300mm at 80mm
ISO: 100
Shutter Speed: 1/125
Aperture: f/7.1
The Lancaster bomber "Just Jayne" at East Kirkby in
Lincolnshire. Hard to imagine what it must have been
like in one of these planes high over Germany in the
dead of night with flak exploding all around you, just
hoping and praying you make it home. Black and
white is the only way for this image.

Ian Bramwell: This is a strong image, and it works very
well to see only a part of the aircraft rather than the whole.
Choosing monochrome is effective for this subject and
possibly a colour version would look good too. The
contrast of the sky looks a little too strong for me as it
competes with the aircraft. Also, halos are visible in
places which could be due to heavy processing of the
image. Overall though, this image has impact and
interest.
David Broadhurst: A striking black and white photograph
totally in keeping with wartime memories. The sky adds to the mood. I agree with Dave’s comments.
Rick Cowley: A really good and striking photograph of an iconic aeroplane that works very well in monochrome, especially as you seem to have accentuated
the darker shades – takes you straight back to the 1940s! A very powerful image. I totally agree with your thoughts about what it must have been like flying these
things over Germany. Many, of course, never came back. Well done.
Colin Ellison: Nice angle for the shot. It may have looked better if the plane in the bottom right-hand corner had been cloned out. Over-sharpened on the guns
as they have a halo round them and perhaps a little too dark overall. Definitely lends itself to being a black and white photo.
Colin Hubbard: Perfect subject for mono as the contrast can be ramped up creating drama without loss of detail. Well composed and fantastic reflections in the
windows. If I was going to be nit picking, which of course I am, I would have removed the slight halos around the guns, probably caused by increasing the
contrast. Dave’s right about the horror of being in one of those things. One of my colleagues when I worked for City of Salford had been a Lancaster rear
gunner. He never had physical injuries, other than the permanent loss of all of his hair after one particular mission, but he was often off sick because of recurring
flashbacks and breakdowns. He was one of several who never recovered from their war service.

Stefan Pankow: lovely moody image. suits b+w perfectly. nicely exposed and good composition
Leo Turner: A very sharp and well exposed picture, I had the opportunity to see the only 2 Lancasters still flying, in 2014 in Lincolnshire. The British one and the
Canadian one. We watched it arrive from Canada. We were not allowed into the RAF base and had to watch from outside the camp and through a wire mesh
fence. So my shots of these Iconic planes are not very good, unlike this shot. I can agree that the monotone is appropriate for this shot, but I may have tried it
with the badges on the fuselage in colour. I think this is the British one. The Canadian on has a picture of a rabbit on.

Image 02 - Rick Cowley Title: Scillonian Sunset
Camera: Canon EOS 760D
Lens: Tamron 16-300 zoom
ISO: 100
Shutter speed: 1/500
Aperture: f/10
Taken from the blunt end (or stern, to use the correct
technical maritime term) of the good ship “Scillonian
III” on a late evening return from the Isles of Scilly,
earlier this month. This sky appeared as we were
about half-way back to Penzance. Earlier in the
crossing we had a full arch rainbow at the sharp end
(or “bow”) but you couldn’t get access to that part of
the ship unfortunately. I originally thought that small
thing sticking up out of the sea in the bottom left was
the famous Bishop Rock lighthouse, but I now think
it’s just a smaller navigation aid. Just a bit of light
cropping and contrast/saturation fiddling – not much
really, since the natural meteorology had done the
job for me. Does it need a god in a chariot bounding
out of the clouds towards the ship? Perhaps Leo
could oblige!

Ian Bramwell: This is another strong, dramatic image. The combination of the lighting, the clouds and the atmospheric conditions would make it hard to resist
taking a photograph. Each element has its own interest and to see a scene like this would be memorable. From a photograph point of view the arrangement of
the various elements are a little unbalanced which compromises the main focal point of the lower clouds. Obviously, the scene was how it was with no
opportunity to change the viewpoint other than to include more of the sea with some detail in it and to leave out, or tone down, the bright patch across the top of
the image.
David Broadhurst: It’s often difficult to do justice to these events. It was no doubt dramatic but it doesn’t work for me.
Rick Cowley: Leo has, of course, risen to my challenge I set in my comments on my image and has indeed inserted a chariot charging out of the clouds
towards you. I think it improves the image enormously! (For Leo’s version see below. Ed.)
Colin Ellison: Spectacular shot with good rays showing. It may have been better with the bottom black line being cropped out.
Dave Greenwood: Nice shot of what I believe they call crepuscular rays ? Yo can get some really good shots off a ship no light pollution etc, if you can keep
your head out of the toilet for long enough that is. Problem on the waves is the lack of obvious interest unlike your fantastic shots including icebergs.

Colin Hubbard: Really not sure about this one. I initially thought
that Rick had tried to resize this for a PDI competition, leaving a
black band of fill at the bottom. Having read his description I
realised that it was a horizon which, for me, would be better
cropped out. The sky is certainly dramatic but seems a bit flat,
which I couldn’t understand because when I checked the
histogram there appeared to be a full range of luminosity.
However, when I cloned out the burnt out bit towards the top of
the image, the histogram showed a distinct loss of overall
brightness. Having corrected this using levels and curves, the
image leapt out at me. For me it would be really dramatic with
some silhouettes of trees instead of that black line, admittedly
tricky when taken from a boat. I didn’t try putting a god in the
clouds because I knew that Leo would do a much better job.
Stefan Pankow: nice image. I would have increased vibrancy
and saturation. image looks soft the bright highlight at the top is
very distracting. could have possibly cropped it out.
Leo Turner: A well captured cloud formation. The small thing
sticking up could have been enlarged to make it the Bishop
Rock lighthouse and moved over more to the right and into the
sun’s rays to give it a point of interest to hold your eye in the
picture. I did a chariot bounding out of the clouds and sent it to
Rick, It’s up to Rick too show it, as it’s his picture.

Image 03 - Colin Hubbard

Title: Barmouth Viaduct Rescue

Camera: Canon 600D
Lens: Canon EF-S 18-200mm at
various
ISO: 100
Shutter speed: Various
Aperture: Various
These shots were taken on 9
September during a walk from my
caravan across the iconic
Barmouth railway and pedestrian
viaduct. Unsurprisingly it was
closed to all users three days
later. I was staying in the area for
ten days, during which time
several trains passed over the
bridge each day. Built in 1864 and
820m long, it is the only major
timber-built bridge still in use by
Network Rail and is a key element
of the line between Pwllheli and
Machynlleth. As a Grade II listed
structure it might reasonably have
expected to receive some
element of maintenance over its
157 years but in all the years I
have cycled over it I have never
seen any evidence of repairs. The
absence of any painting regime
has resulted in deep piles of fallen
rust, nuts, bolts and other detritus
that has fallen off the structure.
Some of the cross-bracing has
rusted through completely. I can
only assume that there had been
a secret plan to discontinue the
line. The wood is being repaired
this year and the two big steel
hooped sections will be replaced
in 2022. The work can only be
carried out at low tide and at the
blow of a whistle a great
Ian Bramwell: This group if images illustrate an aspect of the use of
procession sets off from the
photography today which can be easily overlooked. These images are, or contractor’s pound of dinosaur
will be in future times, a part of an historical record of this bridge at
like machines led by a tracked
Barmouth. In addition to the images of the main works being carried out, vehicle which marks the safe
there are details showing aspects of the bridge and its components, all of route. If anything goes off track it’s
which are good images in their own right. These images illustrate a story under water a few hours later!
and form a worthwhile project.
David Broadhurst: I have been over this viaduct in my younger pedal cycle days, l remember it well. Quite
sad to see it in this state of repair. Excellently documented in Colin’s familiar style.
Rick Cowley: A very interesting set of images, and written explanation too. Being fairly small images it’s a bit
difficult to fully appreciate each one, but the pictures of the rusty supports underline the fragility of the viaduct.
Pity you couldn’t capture a train (ideally a stream one!) passing over – very cautiously I hope. Not sure about
having quite so many images though.
Colin Ellison: Every picture tells a story and I am surprised if anyone would cross this bridge after seeing
these photos! May have been better if a train had been shown crossing.
Dave Greenwood: Good record shot of this structure, yes I agree unless its Buck palace everything else has
to suffer the effect of abandonment, I was shocked to see the amount of corrosion on a railway bridge which is
still in service, health and safety these days is everywhere. As always you include some interesting facts and
figures for your images which is appreciated by myself especially.

Stefan Pankow: nice set of photos. good record images of the work.
Leo Turner: A good series of record shots of the essential repair work of this bridge.

Image 04 - Ian Bramwell Title: Ice Cream Seller Starts Rumour of Ice Cream Shortages
Camera: Withheld
Lens: Withheld 24 -105mm f4 zoom at 100mm
ISO: 100
Shutter speed:1/100
Aperture: f/5.0
I took this photograph recently in Townley Park,
Burnley. There was quite a queue at the ice cream
van despite the day being overcast. The people
along the avenue from the hall were also heading in
this direction. This was one of those subjects where
we take a photograph simply because something
appeals to us and for which we don’t necessarily
have a purpose in mind. Viewing the photograph at
home, I was reminded how, particularly in recent
months, a few words in the news would instigate a
fresh round of panic buying at the shops and fuel
stations – hence my title for this photograph. I have
only applied some simple adjustments using Adobe
Photoshop and Nik Viveza.

David Broadhurst: Well seen and captured. I have walked past this spot many times and never actually seen such a long queue or been able to join up the
people on the path to the line of the queue. If l had taken this shot l think l would have removed the post on the corner.
Rick Cowley: Ha ha – love the title! Only too true, I suspect! Good composition, getting the full length of the queue disappearing into the distance. (Did you join
it later? – hope you got an ice cream before they ran out!). Perhaps the colour of the green grass is a touch overdone, but the different shades of the trees are
very pleasant. What does Viveza do?
(Watch this Robin Whalley tutorial on Nik Viveza: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ld1A4fOfDAw Ed.)
Colin Ellison: Were they giving ice creams away for free – unbelievable queue. Interesting to see so many people looking at their mobile phones – maybe
there were ice cream vouchers on them! Overall well caught and colourful.
Dave Greenwood: A comical shot this, I imagined Benny Hill chasing the ladies around it. Had quite a few ice creams off this van but it is that soft stuff. A good
record shot of a true British institution the good old ice cream van long may it continue.
Colin Hubbard: One that Martin Parr would have been proud of! Well composed with the queue linking the ice cream van and the hall. Colours vivid but not
over done and sharp throughout. Not an image for an L&CPU competition but one for looking at the detail and what all the people are doing whilst they queue.
What’s that boy showing to his parents on his phone?

Stefan Pankow: smiled at this. any rumour that something is in short supply and the world goes mad. well seen.
Leo Turner: Nice to see Ian showing us a colour shot, an interesting record of Towneley Park and the activities in the Park. I would have removed the
‘Gravestone’ in the foreground, once you’ve seen it, it stands out. I like the composition, the line of people coming down the path and terminating at the Van, with
a touch of red in it also. If you’ve ever bought an Ice Cream here you will know it cost you £2.50 for the basic one, and you can only pay by card.

Image 05 - David Broadhurst

Title: Winter's Coming
iPhone 7 Plus
Lens: iPhone 7 Plus
3.99mm
ISO: 20
Shutter Speed: 1/443
Aperture: f/1.8
This road leads to Holme
Vale from Helmshore
Road and is a popular
walking route.
It was a dull grey day and
wet under foot, not a good
sign of Autumn.
I increased the colour
temperature slightly and
removed a number of man
made items, which l often
do. Nothing has been
added and l even resisted
the temptation to change
the colour of the women’s
coats to red. This image is
a 50% crop of the original
iPhone image.

Ian Bramwell: This image
has an interesting
composition with the two
figures, the empty road and
the overhanging trees. The
colours are drab and not yet
autumnal but the few leaves
on the ground give an
impression of the impending
season. Had I taken this
image, I would look at editing
it as a monochrome to
emphasize the contrasts
between the dark and light
elements and also to
consider a square crop to remove some of the foreground road – but that’s only my opinion.
Rick Cowley: A nice image, again showing how good mobile phones can be for taking pictures. (Perhaps we
could have a little competition on trying to guess which images have been taken on a phone/tablet or a
camera?). Perhaps a bit too much of the road in the foreground, dominating the image somewhat. Well done
in resisting the “red coat” temptation!
Colin Ellison: Good autumnal photograph and right to being a portrait shot. I would have liked to have seen
the couple a little closer to camera.
Dave Greenwood: Interesting you used your iphone, for me the image lacks depth and interest maybe its the
very shallow depth of field used or the limitations of phone cameras compared with our DSLRs, or maybe the
colours just haven't started to pop yet at that location, but as always a good effort.
Colin Hubbard: Very atmospheric, well balanced and good contrast between the bright road and some
greens and the darkness of the trees. The two figures are in just the right position, the patch of sun, to make
them the main feature of the image. Whilst this is already a 50% crop the sharpness and clarity of detail would
allow a further crop into square format, removing the bottom section which, for me, adds nothing to the image.
Stefan Pankow: nice image, you can just get the feeling of a dull damp day.
Leo Turner: An interesting shot , the path leading you up to the walkers just at the right place for a good
composition. I would have lightened the dark areas in the trees. You could have given in to the temptation to
recolour the coats. It would have lifted it to another level. Very good removal of the man made objects, I can’t
see where they were.

Image 06 - Stefan Pankow

Title: The Halo
Camera: Nikon Z6
Lens: Nikkor Z 24-200mm at 24mm
ISO: 100
Shutter Speed: 1/60
Aperture: f/10
just dropped grand kids off at school.
decided to visit the halo. had a good
walk round trying to find a good shot.
looked at the puddles around the halo,
and decide in this angle. didn't want to
include the entire halo, so i decided in
the reflection in the puddle and included
part of the halo. processed using affinty

Ian Bramwell: With this image, it was a
good idea to include only a part of The
Halo. Everybody who is local will be
familiar with images of The Halo and so
this version works very well as being
different. In addition, the monochrome
effect adds to the abstract look of the
structure and the surrounding environs.
David Broadhurst: Unusually for me l did
like the previous black and white shot but
(Sorry Stefan) l am not keen on this one
or the next one. (Sorry Colin)
Rick Cowley: A nicely different take on a
popular photographic subject. The
reflections in the puddles really make it,
and the monochrome treatment works
very well, I feel. I like the lead-in of the
reflective water around the structure. A
very good image. One for your everincreasing collection of Halo pictures!
Colin Ellison: An interesting shot from a
different viewpoint and I like it being black and white. The reflecton is very good and clear.
Dave Greenwood: Interesting composition or as I say and quite often do myself, " part is greater than the
whole " Considering Nikons terrible rendition of GREEN I think Mono works best, just thinking is your horizon
slightly off centre?
Colin Hubbard: A far more interesting shot than many I’ve seen of the halo and definitely suited to mono.
Having said that, the section of the sculpture and it’s reflection create excellent lead in lines but they don’t take
your eye to anything. What would make it for me would be a conventional image of the halo perched in the
distance on that promontory on the right. Over to Leo.
Leo Turner: I agree, a better shot than the whole Halo in this instance. I would have removed the stone
construction beyond the foot of the Halo, I find it a little distracting. Would have loved it more in colour.

Image 07 - Colin Ellison Title: Falls of Dochart
Camera: Canon 80D
Lens:Tamron 18/400 at 32mm
ISO: 320
Shutter Speed: 1/50
Aperture: f/4
I thought I would submit a black and white
photograph for a change and thought this was
suitable as there was very little colour in the shot. It
was taken handheld at dusk as the light was fading. I
liked the movement in the water and the foreground
interest.
Ian Bramwell: This is a dramatic scene with the raging
waters, the huddled cottages and the cold mountain
background, certainly a good subject to photograph. It
may suit the monochrome conversion but how would
subdued colours have looked? I feel the viewpoint could
have been changed a little if that were possible. The
trees on the right-hand side look a little too close to the
camera and perhaps intrude too much. Again, that is only
my opinion. Overall, a good image with potential.
David Broadhurst: I am sure that this scene with the
turbulent river in the foreground must have been more
interesting in colour.
Rick Cowley: I’ve been here too, and you’ve caught the scene very well. A good composition with the lead-in of the eye of the turbulent water towards the row
of houses. Like Stefan’s shot, this works very well in black and white, and seems to be very sharp despite the slowish shutter speed.
Dave Greenwood: Been here several times and know it well, I tend to get onto the rocks and I find that a better place for it than off the bridge Its an amazing
place but not easy to capture the full intensity of the falls. Good effort though.
Colin Hubbard: A well balanced composition that captures the mood of the place nicely. I particularly like the water actually looking like water rather than
congealed milk. I think that there are two things that would improve this and it would be well worth going back to the original raw file. The highlights of the water
are completely burnt out. Adjusting the highlights downwards in raw should resolve this. It’s also slightly flat, confirmed by the histogram, which shows bunching
to the right. Correcting this in levels, and giving a boost in curves, really makes this image pop.
Stefan Pankow: you can feel the power of the water flowing down the river. i think it looks a little flat, maybe increasing the contrast and reducing the
brightness of the sky
Leo Turner: A lovely River/Land scape. I like the trees on the right stopping the eyes from leaving the scene. I’m sure there would have been enough colour to
make it a more pleasing picture, with a bit of saturation to move it along, maybe.

Image 08 - Leo Turner Title: New on the Waterfront with data
For camera and settings see images.
I want you to look at these two photos with an open
mind. I know I go on about B&W-I do prefer photos to
look coloured if the subject is coloured, I am not in
awe if they are just desaturated for the sake of it.
Both photos are of the same subject (almost),
(certainly at the same place and 2 years apart) and
bo0th are coloured photos taken in different lighting
conditions. Neither are adjusted greatly, just a slight
tweek. The one on the left is taken ‘Contre Jour’ and
gets its monochrome effect because of that. The sun
is more or less overhead (you can just see the sun’s
rays and, no, I haven’t added them), and there is a
slight blueish tint in the clouds. The second photo is
taken with a flatter lighting and apart from the
obvious red and yellow safety rail and lifebuoys etc
and a tinge of blue in the sky looks monotone-ish.
So, why desaturate the complete photo when you
can get the same or similar effect in camera? I did
not include the building on the left of the 1st photo
into the 2nd photo as it was surrounded by security
fences which I could have removed but felt it
inappropriate to do so.

Ian Bramwell: Choosing to edit a photograph to be a
monochrome just by desaturating rarely works.
Monochrome for me is about adjusting the lights and
darks in parts of the image to create subtle contrast and
emphasis of the elements within, whilst retaining detail
within. As we know, monochrome does not always occur in the real world we see. It is therefore an impressionistic and artistic view of a scene by the
photographer and in my view is the creative ‘Latin’ of photography. There are many brands of black and white films, each of which have their own
characteristics and they will render the same scene in a number of different ways. The same applies to the editing for a monochrome image – there are many
options all of which can produce a different feeling. As always, the choice of whether to produce a colour version or a monochrome version of an image is down
to the photographer. Both can work really well as these two images illustrate; but in my view, the monochrome image has more impact than the colour version
which looks ordinary and lacks real interest – again, only my opinion and preference.
David Broadhurst: I think Leo is as disappointed as I am with the increasing number of black and white (converted) photographs. Some scenes/subjects do suit
black and white conversion, as above No.1, but colourful pictures shouldn’t be converted to black and white just because editing makes it easily possible.
A personal thought.

Rick Cowley: I recognise the left picture, and have always admired it. Very moody! You can add lots of your
own stories that the picture illustrates. I know that part of the Liverpool waterfront and it captures the site
well. Dramatic lighting and good composition with the lead-in lines of the paving stones, railing and lampposts. I don’t think it matters that the building is all in black. In fact I prefer this one to the more recent righthand image – it’s not so dramatic and the figure looks a bit awkward (although the reflection in the puddle is
good) and the coloured lifebelts, buoy out in the river and the safety rail all take my eye a bit too much, I
feel.
Colin Ellison: I think both photos have their merits but the black and white looks devoid of colour anyway
and therefore it is hard to draw a comparison. Perhaps the midtones could be tweaked slightly. The colour
shot is obviously good as there is colour already in the shot.
Dave Greenwood: Liverpool is a City that just keeps on giving opportunities to us photographers, but
maybe as im half scouse then maybe I am just a tad biased?? Not sure about the first image in Mono with
the really heavy black building, and the second image just seems cluttered with all the stuff on the railings
and the buoy in the mersey. Street photography isnt as easy as folk think but a good effort and well
explained in what you attempted to achieve which is very much appreciated.
Colin Hubbard: Mind fully opened and ready to comment! Both images are sharp but I prefer the left one
for composition and texture. I think that the one on the right would benefit from mono treatment as it would
eliminate those ridiculous coloured locks that many people seem to delight in using to vandalise public
places. Taking Leo’s point about mono images, I don’t think that many people actually ‘desaturate’ these
days. By using a black and white adjustment layer, and depending on the editing software you use, there
are 8 to 12 sliders which act as traditional mono film filters. These can be used to independently adjust the
luminosity of different elements of the image and, being a layer, can be readjusted at any stage of the
processing. I tried this on Leo’s left hand image, (see right), darkening the darker sections of the clouds by
turning down the blue and cyan filters and increasing highlights using the yellow and green filters. There is
also a lot of colour in the image, even in the foreground, which disappears with the filter, producing more
clarity and contrast. For me, the result is an improvement.
Stefan Pankow: like these images, prefer the one on the left, shooting into the sun has enhanced the
monochrome effect, giving it a more atmospheric feel

